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Analytical & Experimental Evaluations
# Indirection Time Complexity Analysis
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**Legend**

- **Imm. SSD**: Immediate SSD
- **Def. SSD**: Deferred SSD
- **Imm. HDD**: Immediate HDD
- **Def. HDD**: Deferred HDD

**Notation**

- \( K \): Number of indexes
- \( LB \): LIDDBlock size
- \( M \): Number of matching records
Experimental Setting

- **Hardware:**
  - (2 × 8-core) Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4820 @ 2.00GHz, 32GB, 2 × HDD, SSD Fusion-io

- **Software:**
  - Database: IBM DB2 9.7
  - Prototyped in a commercial proprietary database
  - Prototyped in Apache Spark by UC Berkeley
  - LIBGist v.1.0: Generalized Search Tree C++ Library by UC Berkeley (5K LOC) (Predecessor of Generalized Search Tree (GiST) access method for PostgreSQL)
  - **LIBGist\textsuperscript{mv} Prototype:** Multi-version Generalized Search Tree C++ Library over LIBGist supporting Indirection/LIDBlock/DeltaBlock (3K LOC)

- **Data:**
  - TPC-H benchmark
  - Microsoft Hekaton micro benchmark
Indirection: Effect of Indexes in Operational Data Stores
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TPC-H: all tables; Scale Factor: 20

Consequently affording more indexes and significantly reducing the query time
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Observed Trends

In operational multi-version databases, there is a tremendous opportunity to avoid clashes between readers (scanning a large volume of data) and writers (frequent updates).

Introducing a (latch-free) *two-version concurrency control (2VCC)* by extending indirection mapping (i.e., central coordination mechanism) and exploiting existing two-phase locking (2PL) in order to **Decouple Readers/Writers to Reduce Contention** *(Pessimistic and Optimistic Concurrency Control Coexistence)*
Recap: Indirection technique for reducing index maintenance
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Extending 2PL with certify phase
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Relaxed exclusive locks to allow speculative reads (increased optimism)
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Growing Phase: Acquiring Locks
Shrinking Phase: Releasing Locks
Exclusive Locks
Certify Phase: Upgrading Locks
Lock Waits (counter + queue)
Blocking

Trade-offs between blocking (i.e., locks) vs. non-blocking (i.e., read counters)
Experimental Analysis
2VCC: Effect of Parallel Update Transactions

Update Only Workload; High Contention

Substantial gain by reducing the read/write contention & using non-blocking operations
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Recap: Data Management Challenges at Microscale

OLTP and OLAP data are isolated at microscale.
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First step is to unify OLTP and OLAP
Platform Scaling: Data Partitioning

Moving towards distributed environment

OLAP+OLTP (Read & Write-optimized)

Data Partitioning (within in a data center)

Walmart
Message redundancy vs. latency trade-offs [EasyCommit, EDBT’18]
Central Control: Data Gate Keeper

Conform to trusting the central authority and governance
Decentralized Control: Removing Data Barrier

Seek trust in *decentralized* and *democratic* governance [PoE (EDBT’21), RCC (ICDE’21)]
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Cloud-managed infrastructure (trust the provider)
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Cloud-managed infrastructure (trust the provider)
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Light-weight, fault-tolerant, trusted middleware [Blockplane, (ICDE’18)]
Global-scale Reliable Platform over Unreliable Hardware

Global Scale fault-tolerant protocols [GeoBFT (VLDB’20), Delayed Replication (ICDT’20)]
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Questions?
Thank you!

Exploratory Systems Lab (ExpoLab)
Website: https://expolab.org/
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